YACHT APs
2.4GHz & 5GHz

Wave WiFi’s All New Yacht APs

Yacht AP DB
- This AP integrates nicely with all Wave WiFi products and with most networking equipment. This AP can simultaneously broadcast on 2.4GHz and 5GHz wi-fi spectrums. Use this AP for faster local connections and to broaden the wi-fi range on your Boat or RV. *This AP is 24v PoE powered.

Yacht AP Dual Band (2.4GHz + 5GHz)
- Gigabit Ethernet Port
- 2.4GHz + 5GHz Broadcast simultaneously
- Up to 300Mbps (2.4GHz)
- Up to 867Mbps (5GHz)
- Sleek Design
- 24v PoE

Yacht AP Mini (2.4GHz Only)
- 10/100Mbps Port
- 2.4GHz Broadcast
- Rugged Design
- 12v PoE

Yacht AP Mini (2.4GHz Only)
- This AP integrates nicely with all Wave WiFi products and with most networking equipment. This AP broadcasts on the 2.4GHz network only. Use this AP to cover ‘wi-fi dead zones’ on your Boat or RV. *This AP is 12v PoE powered.
Availability of public wireless LAN access points may be limited. The transmission speed over the wireless LAN and the distance over which wireless LAN can reach may vary depending on surrounding electromagnetic environment, obstacles, access point design and configuration as well as client design and software/hardware configurations. The actual transmission speed will be lower than the theoretical maximum speed. Wireless connectivity and some features (i.e. VoIP) may require you to purchase additional software, external hardware or services. *Actual distance may be affected by the strength and quality of the Hotspot signal, as well as having a clear line of site to the boat. As we strive for constant product improvement, prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.